Town of Silver City

Public Works Department/Sidewalk, Curb & Pavement Breaking Permit

Attached are specifications for new construction or repairs

Date:____________________

Name of Applicant or Resident:______________________________________________

Mailing Address of Applicant (to return deposit)

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

Type of Work: Curb Break_____ Pavement Cut______ Sidewalk _____ Both _____

Address of where work is to be done__________________________________________

Estimated square footage to be removed and replaced__________________________

Permit Fee: $125.00 (refundable upon completion and approval by Town representative)

Description of work to be done:

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

Applicant

________________________________

Public Works Representative

________________________________

Signature/Date of Inspection ________________________ Approved: Y or N
LADYOWN CURB AND GUTTER

TYPE A DRIVE PAD

RA/MP 4.0' RAMP AT BACK OF DRIVE PAD

SIDEWALK PLAN

BARRIER CURB & GUTTER
LADYOWN CURB & GUTTER

SIDEWALK

3/4" TRANSVERSE PREMOLDED EXPANSION JOINTS (TYP.)

VARIABLE *

5.0' *

DRIVE PAD 2'-5' WINGS

HEAVY BROOM FINISH @ FIELD (TYP)

VARI'S STRIP

SMOOTH EDGING ~ 4" WIDE
MATCH JOINT PATTERN 9" TYP

TRANSVERSE CONTRACTION JOINTS (3/4" DEEP) AT 5' INTERVALS IN SIDEWALK WITH 1/2" PRE-MOLDED EXPANSION JOINTS AT 30' INTERVALS

WHERE NEW WALK ABUTS EXISTING (ON SIDE), MATCH TEXTURE.

3000 PSI CONCRETE
4" MIN THICKNESS
0.5% MINIMUM CROSS SLOPE
2% MAXIMUM CROSS SLOPE

BARRIER CURB & GUTTER

NEAT CUT, APPLY TACK OIL PRIOR TO PLACEMENT OF NEW ASPHALT

CONCRETE LAYDOWN CURB 8"

CONCRETE SLOPED CURB & GUTTER (6"x24")

CONCRETE VERTICAL CURB & GUTTER (6"x24")

SIZE OF PATCH VARIES MATCH EXISTING

-95% COMPACTION MOD. PROCTOR

2" PMSB GRADE B
4" BASE COURSE

ASPHALT PAVEMENT DETAIL